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Being a Windchill administrator often requires performing simple yet repetitive tasks on large sets of
objects. These can include renaming, deleting, checking in, undoing checkout, and much more. This
is especially true during a migration. Fortunately, PTC has provided a simple way to dynamically
interact with Windchill using Info*Engine. This presentation will describe how to create simple
Info*Engine tasks capable of saving Windchill 10.0 administrators hours of tedious work. It will also
show how these tasks can be combined and displayed on a simple JSP page that acts as a "Windchill
Administrator Dashboard/Toolbox".
• The attendee will learn some valuable tasks Info*Engine capable of performing.
• The attendee will gain a basic understanding of how to perform and implement Info*Engine
tasks.
• The attendee will learn what's involved in creating a JSP page that displays Info*Engine tasks.
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